Multi-Mission
Army and Navy
Helicopter
The new, fully-interoperable NH90 is designed for day/night/bad
weather operations in both army and navy roles. Only the onboard mission system differentiates the two applications, and
either variant is fullyqualiiedfor singlepilot operation, if desired.
This holistic approach guarantees maximum production, training
and through-life support efficiencies, as well as total operational
flexibility concerning ship or shore basing for any mission
application. NATO standards throughout ensure full alliance
interoperability.
The electronic flight control system permits carefree handling
and precise control throughout the NH90 flight envelope from
nap-of-earth to its ceiling of 18,000t feet, and in temperature
conditions from 4 0 to t50C. The NH90 is further qualified
for operation in continuous maximum icing conditions
(DEF-STAN-00-970), during and after exposure to maritime,
sandy andlor corrosive atmospheres.
Crew accommodation options are flexible, with the right seat
reserved for command pilot use. Depending on role requirements, further crew stations made available in the cabin.

Crew concept:
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Lefl seat: (role determined) tactical
commander; tactical coordinator;
reserve pilot
Right seat: command pilot

Cabin seats (optional): up to three
extra stations, according to operational navy role
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Largest cabin in its class + ramp
Fly-by-wire safety and control

Fully integrated avionics
Fully interoperable
At home on and or sea

Army missions
qualified with
existing customers
Tactical transport of 18 equipped troops (seated)
t 2 gunners + 213 crew
2 gunners for operation of optional side-mounted

machine guns
For suppression of enemy fire during insertion1
extraction activities

Configuration - 1

Configuration - 2
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-&ecial operations
Search and Rescue

Principal options available
for Army missions:
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Basic or high cabin configuration
Rear ramp
Fast rope installation
Manual or automatic blade folding
Wire strike equipment
Cargo hook (4,000 Kg)
Rescue hoist (standard andlor dual hydrauliclelectric)
Heavy store carriers
Stretchers
Crashworthy troop seats
Searchlight
Machine gun mounts
Fuel jettison
Additional internal andlor external fuel tanks
Emergency locator system
Engine type
Sandfilters
Rear cowling gas deviatorfor IR reduction
Electronic warfare system components
Electro optic system (with FLIR)
FLIR piloting
Helmet mounted display
Weather radar
Digital map generator
Night vision goggle compatibility.
-

The prime naval missions performed by the Navy variant are
antisubmarine warfare (ASW) and anti-surface unit warfare
(ASUW), normally conducted by a crew of three. If desired, a
second console can be installed in the cabin, and the crew
extended to four or fwe persons.
ASW missions consist of detecting, tracking, classifying, identifying
by type, targeting and destroying enemy submarines
ASUW missions consist of detecting, tracking, classifying or identifying by type enemy surface units, and either prosecuting those
targets independently or, through the provision of over-the-horizon
targeting (OTHT), in conjunction with other friendly forces.

Supplementary missions:

Limited anti-air warfare (AAW)
capability is provided
by the radar
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Logistic transport
When configured:
- Search and rescue
- Vertical replen~shment(VERTREP)
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Personnel, mater~eland
troop transport/evacuat~on
Special operations and other support

Tactical
Transport
Helicopter
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Performance example 3000 ft ISA + 15°C
(at mission gross weight)
MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT

10,600 kg

TYPICAL MISSION GROSS WEIGHT

10,000 kg

MAXIMUM CRUISING SPEED

164 kts

ECONOMICAL CRUISE SPEED

140 kts

MAX RATE OF CLIMB

1,710ftlmin

HOVER CEILING IGE - ISA

9,710 ft

HOVER CEILING OGE - ISA

7,740 ft

MISSION RANGE

430 NM

FERRY RANGE

650 NM

MAXIMUM ENDURANCE

4 h 35 min

TRANSPORT CAPABILITY

>2,500 kg

OEl Emergency Rating Safe landing or fly away

Standard Cabin

The composite crashworthy fuselage is designed with a constant cross-section centre part.
It accommodates a spacious, unobstructedcabin of up to 1.82 m height on some versions, and a sliding door on each side.
Crashworthiness capabilities are based on MIL-STD-1290A and provide protection up to 2,000 ftlmin with landing gear
extended, and 1,400 ft/min for landing gear retracted up to 11 ton helicopter weight.
Army variants are fitted with an Electronic Warfare System (EWS) identical to the one fitted on ARH Tiger.
It includes radar warning, laser warning, missile launch detection and chafflflares dispensing; IR jamming space
provisions are foreseen.

Nato
Fregate
Helicopter
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Performance example SL ISA + 10°C
(at mission gross weight)
MAXIMUM GROSS WEIGHT
TYPICAL MISSION GROSS WEIGHT
MAXIMUM CRUISING SPEED
ECONOMICAL CRUISE SPEED
MAX RATE OF CLIMB
HOVER CEILING IGE - ISA
HOVER CEILING OGE - ISA
MISSION RANGE
FERRY RANGE
MAXIMUM ENDURANCE
TRANSPORT CAPABILITY
OEl Emergency rating fly away (weapons jettisoned)

Standard Cabin

11012/
7154
7162 DECK-LOCK

The body group is of modular design. It consists of forward fuselage, centre fuselage, rear fuselage, tail fuselage and
upper deck cowlings. The helicopter can be operated as an integral part of a ship and is compatible with a deck-lock
system capable to secure the helicopter on the ship deck.
Navy variants are fitted with a naval surface surveillance RADAR, supporting fire and forget missile launching (ASM
or SSM), IFF interrogation, navigation and meteorology capability.
The Electronic Warfare System (EWS) of Navy variants comprises a radar warning covering the mariiime RADAR
bands and a Self-Protection Countermeasures Sub-system.

Operational constraints

I Battlefield management

Missions
Both helicopters are designed to operate autonomously
from unprepared spots and can be employed from ships.
Flight domain
Both helicopters perform their mission by day or night,
can be operated in a wide domain of altitudes and temperatures.
Self protection
Both helicopters are designed to cope with the same threats and
are fitted with 100% identical Electronic Warfare Systems featuring
Missile Launch Detector (MLD), Radar Warning Receiver (RWR),
Laser Warning Receiver (LWR) and Chaff & Flares dispensers.

Identical Eurogrid battlefield management systems are fitted on '[TH
and Tiger, allowing to share the
same situation awareness:
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Unique tactical description and
automatic insertion of tactical data
in map displays

-

Unique geographical description
and automatic acquisition targets
or navigation points located on map
displays

-

Tactical data exchange through
T H ' s and Tigers' Eurogrids

Helmets
Sextant helmets displaying images of the
image intensifier modules andlor IR
FLlR both with superimposition of pilotingltactical symbols are 100% identical
between l l H and ARH Tiger.

Commonalities of technology
Carbon fibre composites
Both helicopters feature the identical carbonlmatrix composite tech
nology for the structure and some dynamic components.
The proportion of use of these materials is around 90% for both HICs.
Maintenance and repair skills to support the helicopters in peace or
war time are identical, and do not require specific training profiles.

Commonalities for Logistics
Concept
Both helicopters are developed with on-condition maintenance concepts and rely on an extensive built-in-test coverage for most failures.
A similar logistic approach has been considered for both aircraft.

